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As our society continues its transformation to-
wards complete digitization, many difficult legal
issues related to digital technologies and devices
remain unsolved. Nowhere is this truer than in
the world of copyright law. As the Internet and
digital media become ubiquitous household
goods, new technologies, devices and services
threaten copyright holders with severe, previously
unimagined menaces.
The battle surrounding copyrights in the digital
age pits large-scale copyright holders - such as
record companies, television and movie studios -
against individuals who seek to use new technolo-
gies and devices to make unauthorized use or cop-
ies of copyright-protected material. In the middle
of the 1990's, new digital technologies and de-
vices began to threaten the music industry and
the basic economic model upon which it func-
tions. 1 While the music industry fought in the
courts, the major television and movie producers
watched closely as modern digital technologies
and devices were challenged under copyright law
and precedent. Now, much to the chagrin of the
major television and movie studios, the battle rag-
ing around copyright law in the digital age has fi-
nally shifted to issues surrounding copyrights for
television and movie programming.
In October and November of 2001, four sepa-
rate but related suits claiming various copyright
* I would like to thankJohanna Mikes, Legislative Coun-
sel in the Office of Rep. Rick Boucher (D-VA), for her gui-
dance and support. All errors are my own.
I See generally A & M Records, Inc. v. Napster, Inc., 239
F.3d 1004 (9th Cir. 2001); see also Recording Industry Associa-
tion of America v. Diamond Multimedia Systems, Inc., 180
F.3d 1072 (9th Cir. 1999) (involving music industry chal-
lenges to new digital technologies, services, and devices
which were claimed to undermine the business model upon
infringements were filed in U.S. District Court
against SonicBlue, the manufacturer of a personal
video recorder ("PVR") named the ReplayTV
4000.2 The outcome of this legal action could
carry significant implications for a number of rea-
sons. First, as the first consequential action re-
garding a commercial device that transmits digital
video files via a broadband Internet connection,
the outcome could have huge ramifications for all
television and movie studios. Specifically, these
suits could have a major impact on the studios'
ability to rely exclusively on an advertisement-
based business model to provide revenues. These
cases are also the first to focus on the capabilities
of PVRs. As a result, the outcome could have ma-
jor implications on the future form of and abili-
ties provided by PVRs. These cases will finally pro-
vide courts the opportunity to (1) review the ef-
fectiveness, prudence and fairness of current
copyright law and precedent in our modern digi-
tal age and (2) clarify and update long-standing
legal doctrines ingrained in copyright law and
precedent.
Section I of this Note will review modern digital
technologies to explain why they severely threaten
the effectiveness and security afforded by copy-
rights. Section II will examine and describe the
development of the current statutory and legal
landscape surrounding copyrights in the digital
age. Section III details the basic functions of and
which the music industry operates).
2 Paramount Pictures Corporation, et al. v. ReplayTV, Inc
and SonicBlue, Inc., (C.D. Cal. 2001) (Case No: 01-09358);
Time Warner Entertainment Co., et al. v. ReplayTV, Inc., et
al, (C.D. Cal.) (Case No: 01-09693); MGM, et al. v. ReplayTV
Inc., et al. (C.D. Cal.) (Case No: 01-09802); Columbia Pic-
tures, et al. v. ReplayTV Inc., et al. (C.D. Cal.) (Case No: 01-
10221).
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the novel features included in the ReplayTV 4000
device, which have caused the studios to take legal
action. Section IV examines the specific copy-
right infringement claims within the studios' suits
and ReplayTV's defenses to these claims. Finally,
Section V looks at the major implications of this
legal action in terms of (1) its possible effect on
the television and movie studios and PVRs in gen-
eral as well as (2) its impact on the common law
that surrounds copyright.
II. DIGITAL MEDIA TECHNOLOGY
The transformation to a digital society has in-
cluded advances that allow people to listen to mu-
sic or watch a movie from any type of device at any
time. To comprehend how digitization can cause
such a revolution, one must first understand how
digital technologies work and how they differ
from analog technologies that previously domi-
nated our world.
In a basic sense, the term "digital" refers to a
signal consisting of a stream of ones and zeros,
called binary code, which is used to represent
voice, video or data.3 In contrast, the term "ana-
log" generally refers to a method of signaling that
relies on continuous changes in the amplitude or
frequency of a radio transmission to convey infor-
mation. 4 While these two technologies focus on
the same task - providing a vehicle to allow for
the representation of information - the differ-
ences between their levels of effectiveness are a
world apart.
Digital technologies provide an assortment of
advantages over analog technologies. First, digital
technology makes it significantly easier to dupli-
cate information and produce replicas of a much
higher quality.5 Second, the use of digital infor-
mation enhances the ability of an individual to
electronically distribute information. Digital in-
formation, unlike information stored in an analog
3 STUART MINOR BENJAMIN ET AL., TELECOMMUNICATIONS
LAW AND POLICY 1048 (2001) [hereinafter BENJAMIN].
4 Id. at 1045.
5 Stephen M. Kramarsky, Copyright Enforcement in the In-
ternet Age: The Law and Technology of Digital Rights Management,
11 DEPAuL-LCAJ. ART & ENT. L. 1, 4-5 (2001) [hereinafter
Kramarsky].
6 Id. at 6-8.
7 Id. at 8-9.
8 Id. at4.
9 Id.
10 Id. at 4-5.
format, can be greatly compressed to allow for the
dissemination of a huge amount of information in
a short period of time.6 Finally, digital technology
allows for the encryption of information in a man-
ner never seen before.
7
Before detailing the major advances provided
by digital technologies, it is important to note a
fundamental difference between digital and ana-
log technologies. Information must be in a digital
form to allow for storing, manipulation or trans-
ference by a computer." The computer age there-
fore must be a digital one.9 This idea is funda-
mental because as computers have become an in-
tegral part of our society, digital technologies that
are vital in enabling computers to function have
also become indispensable.
A. Copying/Duplication
One of the most significant aspects of digital
technology is the fact that digital information can
be copied almost endlessly without any threat of
degradation of the information. 10 In contrast,
each time a piece of analog information is copied,
it is subject to natural degeneration." The reason
for this difference in the amount of information
degradation is based on the simplicity of the bi-
nary code. When a receiver of digital information
is acting to read and then display information, it
only has to distinguish between two digital pos-
sibilities - either a "1" or a "0".12 Because receiv-
ers of digital information have so few possibilities
to read and interpret, they are less likely to misin-
terpret the information.' 3 On the other hand, re-
ceivers of analog information must continuously
distinguish between the many possible signal
levels contained in the analog information in or-
der to read and then display the information.
14
Thus, the opportunity for misinterpreted infor-
mation and the subsequent deterioration of the
quality of the information is greatly enhanced.
15
I I Id. at 4. (For example, if an individual were to make
an analog copy of a TV show using a VCR, the copy made
would not be as perfect as the original broadcast. Further,
each time a copy of the copy was made, the quality of the
recording would grow worse and worse. On the other hand,
if a digital copy of the original TV show were made, an indi-
vidual would be able to make unlimited perfect copies of the
show without the threat of a loss of quality.).
12 See BENJAMIN, supra note 3, at 26.
1' Id.
14 Id.
15 Id. (misinterpreting information causes the hissing
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B. Compression
Modern compression capabilities represent a
second important advance that makes digital tech-
nologies superior to analog. Compression tech-
nology reduces the size of a digital file by use of a
compression algorithm that removes redundant
or non-essential information. 16 Compression
technologies permit a huge amount of digital in-
formation to be included in a single digital file.
17
Combined with modern high-speed broadband
Internet access, compression technologies allow
for previously unattainable and unthinkable dis-
tribution of digital multimedia files."' For exam-
ple, a single uncompressed compact disc track
would take well over two hours to download over
a standard, dial-up phone line. 19 Conversely, an
entire CD, converted to MP3, 20 could be




Finally, digital information is capable of being
encrypted, a security measure that is unavailable
when dealing with analog information. The pro-
cess of encryption "involves running a readable
message known as 'plaintext' through a computer
program that translates the message according to
an equation or algorithm into unreadable
'cybertext.' '22 Ideally, data that has been en-
crypted can only be read or understood after it
has been decrypted - translated back into the
original plaintext - by someone using the appro-
priate "key" to unlock the encrypted data.2 3 By
encrypting a digital file so that only a registered
user can receive and interpret the information,
copyright holders can protect their copyrighted
material from unlawful duplication and distribu-
noise on an analog audio recording or fuzz on an analog
video recording.).
16 See WEBSTER'S NEW WORLD DICTIONARY OF COMPUTER
TERMS 160 (8th ed. 2000) (using compression technology
does act to degrade the quality of the compressed informa-
tion slightly but this degradation is not noticeable to the user
of the information.).
17 See Kramarsky, supra note 5, at 6-7.
18 Id.
19 Id. at 6.
20 Id. at 7. MP3 is the most popular current compression
technology that allows music files to be compressed to ap-
proximately one twelfth of its original, uncompressed size
with little loss of quality. See id. (citing from WEBSTER'S NEW
WORLD DICIONARY OF COMPUI RTERERs, at 358).
tion.2 4 Unfortunately for copyright holders, no
encryption program is impervious from being at-
tacked and broken by a "hacker" given adequate
time and resources. 25 Therefore, the power to
protect copyrighted material provided by encryp-
tion technology is somewhat limited.
2 6
The first two advantageous capabilities of digi-
tal technology - the ability to make unlimited
perfect copies and the applicability of compres-
sion technology - combine to pose a serious
threat to copyright holders. Today, potential
copyright abusers can use these characteristics of
digital technology to achieve previously un-
fathomable levels of unauthorized distribution.
Ironically, the final major capability of digital
technology - the ability to encrypt - may act as
a saving grace by providing copyright holders a
powerful defense in protecting their copyrights in
the modern world of digital distribution.
27
Encryption technology is also the basis of mod-
ern digital rights management schemes. 28 Digital
rights management ("DRM") refers to technology
and distribution platforms that provide content
providers and copyright holders control over the
digital distribution of their content.29 DRM
schemes aim to prevent unauthorized use, distri-
bution and copying while using digital technolo-
gies and the Internet to provide widespread, au-
thorized distribution.30 DRM systems rely on en-
cryption technology to protect copyrighted mate-
rial by embedding licensing data that is used to
enforce usage rules regarding the protected
data.3 1 The growing importance of DRM systems
provided a major impetus for the passage of the
Digital Millennium Copyright Act3 2 ("DMCA"),
specifically its novel anti-circumvention provi-
sions.
33
21 See Kramarsky, supra note 5, at 7.
22 Bernstein v. U.S. Department of State, 974 F. Supp.
1288, 1292 (N.D. Cal. 1997).
23 See id.; see also Kramarsky, supra note 5, at 8.
24 See Kramarsky, supra note 5, at 8.
25 Id. at 8-9.
26 Id.
27 See Kramarsky, supra note 5, at 4.
28 Jill Westmoreland, Digital Rights Management, MuL-




32 Pub. L. No. 105-304, 112 Stat. 2860.
33 See Damien Cave, Chained Melodies, at http://sa-
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III. LEGAL LANDSCAPE FOR DIGITAL
COPYRIGHT
The basis for modern copyright law is a com-
plex combination of Constitutional protections,
Congressional statutes, and common law prece-
dent. To understand the full legal landscape that
will govern the ReplayTV suit, it is vital to compre-
hend the Constitutional rights, statutory guide-
lines, and court decisions that have developed
modern copyright law. To this end, this section
will examine (1) the Constitutional concerns con-
nected to copyright laws, (2) the most recent ma-
jor federal copyright statute and (3) the major
court decisions that relied upon and developed
current copyright law.
The right to possess a copyright for one's intel-
lectual property is rooted in the Constitution. Ar-
ticle 1, Section 8 mandates that an author be
given certain short-term exclusive rights on the
ability to use a work "to Promote the Progress of
Science and useful Arts." 34 This Constitutional
mandate is needed because inherent in giving
someone the right to control the expression of in-
formation is the need to curtail expressive con-
duct of others - a limitation that naturally in-
fringes on the First Amendment. 35 This inherent
conflict between copyrights and First Amendment
protections is therefore a centerpiece of the con-
siderations that must be balanced in every legal
and legislative decision related to copyright law.
As a result of this conflict, Congress and the
courts perpetually face a difficult balancing act
when dealing with copyright laws and issues. This
balancing act surrounds the vital but opposing
policy interest considerations that underlie copy-
right laws. On the one hand, there is an interest
in rewarding creators by providing sufficient in-
centives to create works.3 6 Conversely, there is
the vital need to protect the public's right to free
expression and "society's competing interest in
lon.com/tech/feature/2002/03/13/copy-protection/in-
dex.html (Mar. 13, 2002) [hereinafter Cave].
'4 U.S. CONST. art. 1, § 8.
115 See Kramarsky, supra note 5, at 2.
36 Id.; see a/soJoshua H. Foley, Enter the Library: Creating a
Digital Lending Right, 16 CONN. J. INT'L L. 369, 371-72 (2001).
37 See Kramarsky, supra note 5, at 2 (quoting from Sony
Corp. of America v. Universal City Studios, 464 U.S. 417, 429
(1984)).
38 See Fair Usage Definition Called Key to Digital Rights Man-
agement, COMMUNICATIONS DAILY, Feb. 6, 2002 (included in
the Today's News section).
39 See id.; see generally A & M Records, Inc. v. Napster, 239
the free flow of ideas, information and com-
merce."'
7
Not surprisingly, the introduction and adoption
of new media technologies and devices create new
challenges to this delicate balance within copy-
right law. Each new technology or device that
provides new capabilities that can pose threats to
copyrights furnishes Congress and the courts with
issues and concerns that have never been dealt
with before. Thus, Congress and the courts must
analyze the impact that the new technology or de-
vice has on the delicate balance of rights in-
grained within the copyright law. This inherent
struggle between new technologies and copyright
law means that copyright law can sometimes act to
stifle the introduction or use of new devices and
technologies.38 This is especially true when copy-
right owners attack manufacturers of new technol-
ogies and devices instead of going after consum-
ers who use the new technology or device to in-
fringe on a copyright.
39
From its inception, copyright law has been de-
veloped and refined to deal with "significant
changes in technology.'"41 In fact, it was the in-
vention of the printing press - the most revolu-
tionary new technology ever created - that gave
rise to the original need for copyright laws.
41
Thus, "[r]epeatedly, as new developments have
occurred in the country, it has been Congress that
has fashioned the new rules that new technology
made necessary."4 2 For example, the introduc-
tion of the player piano roll provided the impetus
for Congress's passage of the Copyright Act of
1909. 4 "1 Likewise, advances in copying technology
- most notably the proliferation of Xerox ma-
chines - led to the enactment of the fair use pro-
visions (a subject that will be discussed in great
detail later in the paper), included in the 1976
Copyright Act which revised the 1909 Act.
44
F.3d 1004 (9th Cir. 2001) (In the Napster case, the music in-
dustry and holders of music copyrights went after Napster
and got it shut down, rather than going after the individuals
who were unlawfully swapping copyrighted material on Nap-
ster's service).
40 Sony Corp., 464 U.S. at 430.
41 Id.
42 Id. at 430-31 n.l 1.
43 Id. at 431; see generally White-Smith Music Publishing
Co. v. Apollo Co., 209 U.S. 1 (1908) (a case that preceded
the enactment of the Copyright Act of 1909).
44 Sony Corp., 464 U.S. at 430-31 n.11.
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A. The DMCA
Following the precedent set by past legislative
responses to adjust copyright law to advances in
technology, the proliferation of digital technolo-
gies - specifically, the Internet's capacity for dis-
tribution of and access to digital copyrighted con-
tent - and the move towards digital rights man-
agement schemes led to the passage of the
DMCA. 45 The DMCA extended copyright law to
incorporate two different kinds of legal protec-
tions relevant to digital media.46 First, it provides
for traditional infringement protections as estab-
lished by the Copyright Act. 47 Second, it creates
new, anti-circumvention and anti-trafficking pro-
tections unrelated to the more traditional in-
fringement protections.
48
Despite the DMCA's focus on digital technolo-
gies, the case against ReplayTV involves only
claims related to traditional infringement protec-
tions - it does not include claims under the anti-
circumvention provisions. 49 In fact, ReplayTV is
the only party in the case that relies on the DMCA
by arguing that it deserves to be shielded from lia-
bility for any of the alleged infringing conduct
under the "safe harbor" provisions of Section
512.50 The newer anti-circumvention provisions
in the DMCA51 are not available to the studios be-
cause currently over-the-air and non-broadcast tel-
evision programming is not transmitted in an en-
crypted or otherwise technology-protected man-
ner. 52 Therefore, over-the-air and non-broadcast
programming is not protected by "a technological
measure" meant "to control access to a work pro-
tected under the Copyright Act" or "to protect a
right of a copyright owner" as required under the
anti-circumvention provisions.
53
Considering that the DMCA is not heavily im-
45 Bruce G. Joseph & Dineen P. Wasylik, Copyright Issues
on the Internet and the DMCA, 653 PLI/PAT 245, 252-53 (2001)
[hereinafter Joseph & Wasylik]; see also Cave, supra note 33.
46 See Kramarsky, supra note 5, at 15.
47 Id.
48 Id.
49 See generally Complaint of Paramount Pictures Corpo-
ration, et al, Paramount Pictures Corporation, et al. v.
ReplayTV, Inc. and Sonicblue, Inc. (C.D. Cal. 2001) (No. 01-
09358) [hereinafter STUDIO'S COMPLAINT].
50 See ReplayTV's Answer to Amended Complaint at 18,
Paramount Pictures Corporation, et al. v. ReplayTV, Inc. and
Sonicblue, Inc. (C.D. Cal. 2001) (No. 01-09358) [hereinafter
REPLAYTV'S ANSWER]; see generally 17 U.S.C. §512(a)-(d)
(2000).
51 17 U.S.C. §1201(a)(1); 17 U.S.C. §1201(a)(2); 17
U.S.C. §1201(b) (2000).
plicated, the suit against ReplayTV will be decided
under precedent related to copyright infringe-
ment set by the courts over the last twenty years.
Because the case against ReplayTV will be decided
in this manner, understanding how copyright law
- specifically the concepts of secondary liability
and fair use - has been developed and trans-
formed is vital to understanding this legal action.
B. Secondary Liability in Copyright Law
Although the Copyright Act provides prohibi-
tions to "direct infringement" of a copyright, the
Act fails to expressly establish liability for non-in-
fringers that facilitate or allow infringement by
others.54 However, over the last twenty years, the
concept of secondary liability for copyright in-
fringement "grew out of tort and master liability
principles and out of section 106['s] [of the Copy-
right Act] grant of the exclusive right 'to author-
ize.' "55 Two types of secondary liability have been
developed: vicarious infringement and contribu-
tory infringement.
56
As a threshold matter, to prevail on either a vi-
carious or contributory copyright infringement
claim, a plaintiff must first show direct infringe-
ment by a third party.57 After direct infringement
by a third party is proven, the two types of secon-
dary liability have their own distinct requirements
to prove liability. Vicarious liability is present if it
is established that a defendant possesses (a) the
right and ability to supervise the infringing con-
duct of its users and (b) has an obvious and direct
financial interest in the exploitation of the copy-
righted material.58 On the other hand, a defen-
dant is liable for contributory infringement when
it (a) with knowledge of the infringing activity (b)
52 See generally Declan McCullagh, High-Tech: U.S. Out of
Hollywood, WIRED.cOM, at http://www.wired.com/news/
print/0,1294,50716,00.html (Feb. 27, 2002) (discussing the
debate between the Hollywood studios and high-tech compa-
nies over whether and how television content should be copy
protected).
53 See 17 U.S.C. §1201 (a) (1); see 17 U.S.C. §1201 (a) (2);
see 17 U.S.C. §1201(b) (2000).
54 See generally 17 U.S.C. §106 (2000); see also Sony Corp.
464 U.S. at 434.
55 See Joseph & Wasylik, supra note 45, at 254.
56 See id. at 254-55.
57 See Sony Corp., 464 U.S. at 434.
58 See Fonovisa, Inc. v. Cherry Auction, Inc., 76 F.3d 259,
262 (9th Cir.1996); see also Gershwin Publishing Corp. v. Co-




induces, causes or materially contributes to the in-
fringing conduct of another.59
A solid example of the two doctrines of secon-
dary liability for copyright infringement in prac-
tice occurred in the Court of Appeals for the
Ninth Circuit's decision in Fonovisa, Inc. v. Cherry
Auction, Inc.60 In this case, the owner of copy-
rights and trademarks for musical recordings sued
operators of a swap meet for copyright infringe-
ment based on sales of counterfeit recordings by
independent vendors at these swap meets.6' The
Ninth Circuit first held the landlord of the swap
meet vicariously liable for the direct infringement
of the independent vendors because (1) through
registration of vendors, the landlord had suffi-
cient control of his swap meet to police the ac-
tions of the vendors, and (2) the landlord prof-
ited directly from the rents paid by vendors and
indirectly from concession sales and parking
fees. 62 The court also held the landlord to be lia-
ble for contributory infringement because (1) the
widespread availability of pirated tapes at the swap
meets demonstrated that the landlord had knowl-
edge of the infringing activity, and (2) by provid-
ing support services for the vendors - including
the provisioning of space, utilities, parking, adver-
tising, plumbing and customers - the landlord
materially contributed to the infringing activity of
the vendors. 63
The most important Supreme Court decision
regarding copyright came in Sony Corp. of America
v. Universal City Studios, Inc, 464 U.S. 417 (1984),
commonly known as the Betamax decision. This
case surrounded claims of secondary liability -
specifically contributory liability - made by Uni-
versal Inc. and Walt Disney Productions, the own-
ers of copyrights of television programs, against
Sony, the manufacturer of the Betamax video
tape recorder. 64 The Betamax decision revolution-
ized copyright law in three major ways: (1) it al-
lowed for secondary liability to be applied to copy-
right law; (2) it introduced the concept of the sta-
ple article of commerce doctrine into copyright
59 See Fonovisa, 443 F.2d at 264; see also Gershwin Publishing
Corp., 443 F.2d at 1162.
60 Fonovisa, 76 F.3d at 262.
6 See generally id.; see alsoJoseph & Wasylik, supra note 45,
at 255.
62 See Fonovisa, 76 F.3d at 263.
63 Id. at 264.
64 See generally Sony Corp., 464 U.S. at 429.
6 5 Id. at 435-36.
law; and (3) it explained and extended the defini-
tion of fair use in a never before seen manner.
1. Application of Secondary Liability to Copyright
Law
In Betamax, the Supreme Court, for the first
time, explicitly approved applying the concept of
secondary liability for the direct infringement of
third parties to copyright law. 65 The Court firmly
accepted importing secondary liability from other
areas of law, specifically patent law, into copyright
law.6 6 This importation was grounded on the idea
that "adequate protection of a monopoly [the
copyright] may require the courts to look beyond
actual duplication of a device or publication to
the products or activities that make such duplica-
tion possible."
67
2. Importation of the Staple Article of Commerce
Doctrine
In approving the use of secondary liability in
copyright law, the Court also imported the "staple
article of commerce doctrine" from patent law
into the copyright secondary liability analysis. 68
As originally defined by the Court, this doctrine is
justified by the concept that "a sale of an article
which though adapted to an infringing use is also
adapted to other and lawful uses, is not enough to
make the seller a contributory infringer. Such a
rule would block the wheels of commerce." 69 By
importing this doctrine into copyright law, the
Court held that "[lt] he staple article of commerce
doctrine must strike a balance between a copy-
right holder's legitimate demand for effective -
not merely symbolic - protection of the statutory
monopoly, and the rights of others freely to en-
gage in substantially unrelated areas of com-
merce. '70 Accordingly, the Court established the
idea that the sale of copying equipment will not
constitute contributory infringement if "the prod-
uct is widely used for legitimate, unobjectionable
66 Id.
67 Id. at 442.
68 See id.
69 Id. at 441. (quoting from Henry v. A.B. Dick Co., 224
U.S. 1, 48 (1912), overruled on other grounds, Motion Picture
Patents Co. v. Universal Film Mfg. Co., 243 U.S. 502, 517
(1917)).
70 Sony Corp., 464 U.S. at 442.
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purposes" and further, the copying device "need
merely be capable of substantial non-infringing
uses."71 In further explaining this test, the Court
explained that in order to decide whether a de-
vice is capable of "commercially significant non-
infringing uses," a court must analyze both the
practical and the possible uses of the device to de-
termine if a "significant" number of the uses
would be non-infringing. 72 In the end, the Court
held the Betamax recorder's ability to facilitate
private, non-commercial time-shifting in the
home - this being the ability to make a record-
ing of a copyrighted broadcast in order to watch
at a time more suitable than the time of tFe origi-
nal broadcast - to be a commercially significant
non-infringing use.
73
3. Explanation and Extension of the Definit 'on of
"Fair Use"
The third major concept related to copyright
law that came from the Betamax decision sur-
rounds the definition of "fair use." The Betamax
case established that private, non-corr.mercial
time-shifting is a commercially significant, non-in-
fringing "fair use."' 74 The Court supported this
finding by relying on the concept that that not all
unauthorized uses of a copyrighted work are nec-
essarily infringing activities. 75 This decifion on
"fair use" was crafted after analyzing am l imple-
menting the judicially created but now stitutorily
defined doctrine of "fair use."
'76
To understand the importance of the doctrine
of "fair use," one must begin by under:,tanding
that the definition of exclusive rights provided to
copyright holders in Section 106 of the Cgpyright
Act is prefaced by the words "subject to sections
107 through 118." 7 7 These sections describe a va-
riety of uses for copyrighted work that "are not in-
fringements of copyright notwithstanding the pro-
visions of §106."71 For the purposes of the





75 Id. at 447.
76 See Sony Corp., 464 U.S. at 447-54; see generall; 17 U.S.C.
§107 (2000).
77 17 U.S.C. §106 (2000) (Some of the basic r ghts given
to copyright holders is the exclusive rights to: (1) reproduce
copyrighted work; (2) to prepare derivative work, based on
the copyrighted work; (3) to distribute copies of the copy-
well, Section 107 of the Copyright Act is the most
important of these limiting sections. Section 107
establishes that "[niotwithstanding the provisions
of section 106, the fair use of a copyrighted work,
including such use by reproduction in copies... is
not an infringement of copyright."79 Section 107
further provides the statutory test that courts must
use in determining whether "the use made of any
work ... is a fair use" and thus non-infringing.81°
Specifically:
the factors to be considered shall include: (1) the pur-
pose and character of the use, including whether such
use is of a commercial nature or is for nonprofit educa-
tional purposes; (2) the nature of the copyrighted
work; (3) the amount and substantiality of the portion
used in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole;
and (4) the effect of the use upon the potential market
for or value of the copyrighted work.8 1
As applied in Betamax, the Court relied on Sec-
tion 107's four factors to draw three major conclu-
sions about time-shifting as a legitimate "fair use."
First, "time-shifting for private home use must be
characterized as a non-commercial, nonprofit ac-
tivity."8 2 Second,
when one considers the nature of a televised copy-
righted audiovisual work, and that time-shifting merely
enables a viewer to see such work which he had been
invited to witness in its entirety free of charge, the fact
that the entire work is reproduced does not have its or-
dinary effect of militating against a finding of fair use.
8 3
Finally, the plaintiff copyright holders failed "to
demonstrate that time-shifting would cause any
likelihood of nonminimal harm to the potential
market for, or the value of, their copyrighted
works," because the studios' argument that time-
shifted shows will not be counted in the ratings,
and therefore revenues will be decreased, was
only speculative.8 4 Based on these conclusions,
the Court made its final holding that the private,
noncommercial time-shifting made possible by
the Betamax video recorders was a legitimate, un-
authorized "fair use" of copyrighted materials.
8 5
Therefore, the Betamax video recorder was capa-
ble of substantial non-infringing uses that made
righted work; and (4) to display the copyrighted work pub-
licly.).
78 Id.
79 17 U.S.C. §107 (2000).
80 Id.
81 Id.
82 Sony Corp., 464 U.S. at 449.
83 Id. at 449-50.
84 Id. at 456; see also id. at 452-54.
85 See Sony Corp., 464 U.S. at 455-56.
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Sony's sale of the device immune from claims of
contributory liability for copyright infringe-
ment.
8 6
The most important application of the Betamax
decision related to copyrights in the digital world
occurred in Ninth Circuit's decision in A & M
Records, Inc. v. Napster, Inc.8 7 In this now-famous
case, the major record companies and music pub-
lishers brought a copyright infringement action
seeking an injunction to shut down Napster's In-
ternet file sharing service.8 Because the service
allowed users to download MP3 music files from
other users' computer hard drives onto their own
hard drives, the plaintiff copyright holders
claimed that Napster was liable for both vicarious
and contributory copyright infringement. '
As a threshold matter, the court had to decide
whether Napster's affirmative defense that its
users' actions constituted "fair use" of the copy-
right owner's works overcame a finding of under-
lying direct infringement by the users of Nap-
ster.90 The court found that eighty-seven percent
of the music traded on Napster's network was
copyrighted material and that at least seventy per-
cent was material whose copyright was owned by
the plaintiffs. 9' Further, the court held that the
unauthorized uploading and downloading of this
copyrighted material constituted direct infringe-
ment.
9 2
While Napster never actually disputed that
some of its users were copying copyrighted mater-
ials, it identified three specific bases for its "fair
use" defense: "sampling, where users make tem-
porary copies of a work before purchasing; space-
shifting, where users access a sound recording
through the Napster system that they already own
in audio CD format; and permissive distribution
of recordings by both new and established art-
ists."93 Applying the four non-exclusive factors
from section 107, the court found that neither
sampling nor "space shifting" constituted a pro-
tected "fair use" in the Napster context.
94
86 Id. at 456.
87 A & M Records, Inc. v. Napster, Inc., 239 F.3d 1004
(9th Cir. 2001).
88 See generally id.
89 Seeid. at 1011.
90 See id. at 1013-1019.
91 See id. at 1013 (quoting from A & M Records, Inc. v.
Napster, Inc., 114 F. Supp. 2d 896, 911 (N.D. Cal. 2000)).
92 Id. at 1013-14.
93 Id. at 1014.
94 Id. at 1014-19.
Regarding sampling, the Ninth Circuit upheld
the district court's findings that (1) sampling is es-
sentially a commercial use; (2) sampling involves
the downloading of an entire work; (3) that the
musical works in this case are creative works close
to the core protection of copyright; and (4) the
downloading of songs for sampling purposes ma-
terially harms the commercial value of the copy-
righted material. 95 As to this fourth point, the
court held that even if a sampler goes out and
buys the whole CD after sampling one of its songs,
the ability to "download a full, free and perma-
nent copy of the recording" seriously impairs the
copyright holder's right to offer its own product
within the "developing digital download mar-
ket."96
The court further rejected Napster's claim that
their users were engaging in "space shifting," a
use deemed to be a "fair use" by the Ninth Circuit
in Recording Industry Association of America v. Dia-
mond Multimedia Systems, Inc.97 The court refused
to apply either the "space-shifting" model from Di-
amond or the "time-shifting" model from Betamax
to the Napster case holding, "[b] oth Diamond and
[Betamax] are inapposite because the methods of
shifting in these cases did not also simultaneously
involve distribution of the copyrighted material to
the general public; the time or space-shifting of
copyrighted material exposed the material only to
the original user."98
After finding that Napster's users were engag-
ing in direct copyright infringement not pro-
tected by a "fair use" defense, the court pro-
ceeded to examine whether Napster was likely lia-
ble for vicarious and contributory infringement.
Relying upon its previous decision in Fonovisa, the
Ninth Circuit first held that there was a high like-
lihood that Napster was liable for vicarious in-
fringement because: (1) Napster did not fully ex-
ercise its expressly reserved right to control access
to its system via its express reservation of rights
policy; and (2) it enjoyed a direct benefit from
95 Id. at 1018-19.
96 Id. at 1019.
97 Recording Industry Association of America v. Dia-
mond Multimedia Systems, Inc., 180 F.3d 1072 (9th Cir.
1999). (In Diamond, the Ninth Circuit held "space shifting"
- that being, in this case, the copying of an MP3 file from a
user's hard drive to the user's portable MP3 player - was a
protected fair use because it is "paradigmatic noncommercial
personal use entirely consistent with the [Copyright Act].").
i. at 1179.
98 Napster, 239 F.3d at 1119.
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the availability of the infringing materials 1 ecause
they act as a "draw" for customers. 99 Thc court
further held that there was a high likelihood that
Napster was also liable for contributory infringe-
ment because: (1) it had both actual and con-
structive knowledge of the infringing act; of its
users; and (2) like the swap meet owner in Fo-
novisa, it had materially contributed to lie in-
fringing activity by providing the "site and facili-
ties" for the direct infringement.1 0 0
In holding that Napster was likely liable fhr con-
tributory infringement, the court made a clear de-
parture from the Betamax Court's application of
the staple article of commerce doctrinc. The
court reasoned that because it had alreacy held
that Napster had actual knowledge of its u3ers di-
rect infringement, the staple article of commerce
doctrine was inapplicable as a defense to c ontrib-
utory infringement. 10 1 In making this decision,
the court pointed to internal Napster documents
and documents provided by the opposing party to
prove that Napster had actual knowledge of the
infringing activities of its users. 10 2 The co irt fur-
ther held that the staple article of commerce doc-
trine had no application to Napster's poter tial lia-
bility for vicarious infringement because the
Betamax decision did not allow it to be applied as
such. 10 3 Despite holding that the staple article of
commerce doctrine did not shield Napst r from
possible liability for contributory infringement,
the court did proceed to reject the district court's
holding that Napster had failed to prove that its
system was capable of substantially non-infringing
uses because the district court had failed to look
at both current uses and the system's capabilities
as a whole.10 4 In drawing a distinction between
claims of contributory and vicarious infringement
and holding that actual knowledge of infringing
activities prohibited use of the staple article of
commerce doctrine, the Napster decision limited
99 Id. at 1023-24.
100 Id. at 1020-22.
101 Id. at 1020.
102 Id.
103 Id. at 1022-23.
104 Id. at 1021.
105 There are actually four different models of the 4000
available. The model 4040 has a 40-gigabyte hard drive, the
4080 model has an 80-gigabyte drive, the 4160 has a 160-
gigabyte drive and the 4320 model is equipped with a 320
gigabyte hard drive. See Mike Langberg, DVR is Future, But
Don't Go There Yet, CHARLESTON GAZETTE, Feb. 24, 2002 [here-
inafter Langberg, DVR is Future].
106 See Christopher Stern, It May Finally Be Showtime for
the power of the staple article of commerce doc-
trine to act as a shield from secondary liability.
IV. THE REPLAYTV 4000
The device at the center of this legal battle is a
PVR, sometimes called a digital video recorder,
named the ReplayTV 4000105 (hereinafter "the
4000"). In a basic sense, a PVR is a videocassette
recorder ("VCR") for the digital age. Instead of
copying programs onto analog videotape like
VCRs, PVRs capture programs on a computer-like
hard drive as digital files.' 0 6 A PVR user is able to
program the PVR to record a show 'just by high-
lighting its title in an onscreen program guide
and tapping a button on the remote .... -107 One
of the most revolutionary features of PVRs is the
ability to pause and/or rewind live television
broadcasts; a feature made possible because its
hard drive automatically stores whatever program
is on before expunging the content if not di-
rected to store it.108
After a sluggish introduction, approximately
one million homes now own some type of digital
recording device. 0 9 Currently, the market leader
for PVR sales, and ReplayTV's biggest competi-
tion, is the TiVo device, manufactured by Sony,
Inc.' 0 The 4000 is intended to compete directly
with the well-known TiVo device, and to this end
the 4000 includes three features that have never
been offered before in a PVR.m First, the 4000
includes a "Send Show" feature that allows the
user to e-mail stored programs to third parties." 12
Second, the 4000 includes an "AutoSkip" feature
that enables users to watch a recorded program
without having to view the commercials shown
during broadcast.1 13 Third, the 4000 includes a
"Show Organizer" feature that allows a user to sort
and store recorded programs by genre, title, or
other related categories. 1"4 Before explaining
DVRs, WASH. POST, Jan., 18, 2002, at El.
107 Id.
108 Id.
109 Id. (This approximate number includes all types of
PVR hardware that is offered by satellite broadcasters and
Microsoft's Ultimate TV device.).
110 Id.
11 1 See Brad King, ReplayTV on Sale Despite Suits,
WIRED.COM, at http://www.wired.com/news/print/
0,1294,48691,00.html (Nov. 29, 2001).
112 See id.
113 See id.
114 See REPLAYTV FEATURES, at http://www.sonicblue.
com/ /video/replaytv/replaytv_4000_features.asp (last vis-
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these controversial features in detail, it is vital to
first understand the extensive technical require-
ments needed to install and run a 4000 at full ca-
pacity.
To fully enable the 4000, a user must have an
Ethernet connection set up in their house.' 15
This Ethernet connection is needed to facilitate a
home network that allows a user to connect multi-
ple devices to an Internet connection; for the
4000, the home network must further be con-
nected to a DSL, cable modem, T-1, or equivalent
broadband connection. 16 Currently, there are
very few homes equipped to handle the require-
ments of the 4000.117
A. "Send Show" Feature
The most revolutionary addition to the 4000 is
the "Send Show" feature. This is the first device
that incorporates a PVR's ability to make digital
recordings with the ability to use high-speed
broadband connections to distribute the con-
tent.' 8 The "Send Show" feature takes advantage
of this connectivity by enabling an owner to send
digital copies of any program stored on their hard
drive to up to fifteen other people. 1 9 To send a
program to a third party, the intended recipient
must own and use a 4000 device, and the sender
must know the "address" of the receiving PVR. 120
The makers of the 4000 further claim that those
who receive a program are not able to in turn
send it to other 4000 users themselves, but this
contention is disputed by the studios who claim
ited on Feb. 19, 2002) [hereinafter REPLAYTV FEATURES].
115 FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQ), at
http://www.sonicblue.com/video/replaytv/replaytv-4000
_faq.asp (last checked on Feb. 16, 2002) [hereinafter
REPLAYTV FAQ.
116 Id.
117 See Stephen Manes, Court TV, Ad-Free, FORBES MAGA-
ZINE, Feb. 4, 2002, Vol. 169, Issue 03 (no page available)
[hereinafter Manes].
118 See Steven Bonisteel, Sonicblue Pledges to Ship New DVR
Despite Lawsuits, NEWSBYrES, Nov. 29, 2001 (no page availa-
ble).
119 See Brigitte Greenberg & Tack Nail, Networks, Studios
Fear PVR Could Reshape Home Entertainment, COMMUNICATIONS
DAILY, Nov. 23, 2001 [hereinafter Greenberg & Nail]; see also
REPLAYTV FAQ, supra note 115.
120 See Greenberg & Nail, supra note 119.
121 Id. (This debate over whether recipients of transmit-
ted programs can re-send to others is further complicated by
the idea that some users have already begun to create techni-
cal programs that allow people to hack into their 4000 and
transfer digital files from the 4000 to their PC. Once the pro-
gram is transferred to a PC, it can be compressed and trans-
that receivers of programs can in fact re-send pro-
grams to others.
12 1
The "Send Show" feature can also be used to
distribute both digital photos from a digital cam-
era and digital home movies recorded on a digital
camcorder to third parties who are users of the
4000.122 It further enables a user to distribute a
stored program throughout their own house, thus
allowing one to watch a program in their bed-
room that was recorded on another 4000 device
located in the living room.' 23 While real time
room-to-room transfer of a program over a home
network is possible, out-of-home transfers over a
high-speed Internet connection still take a long
time. 124 For example, transferring a full program
to another user's 4000 system, like a two-hour
movie, can still take a full day or more. 25
B. "AutoSkip" Feature
The second feature of the 4000 that has drawn
the ire of the studios enables a user to watch a
recorded program without having to view the
commercials shown during the broadcast.
2 6
When a user selects a stored program for watch-
ing, the 4000 gives a choice between watching the
program with or without commercials. 12 7 The
makers of the 4000 claim that the "AutoSkip" fea-
ture will skip approximately 96% of intra-program
commercials under perfect conditions. 2  This
success rate has actually been gauged to be closer
to between 70% - 90% of intra-program commer-
cials and varies with each program. 2 9 It is vital to
mitted via the Internet.); see Anita Hamilton, The Pirates of
Primetime, TIME, Feb. 25, 2002, at 55.
122 See REPLAYTV FEATURES, supra note 114.
123 See REPLAYTV FAQ supra note 115.
124 See Manes, supra note 117.
125 See Mike Langsberg, ReplayTV 4000 Asks Too Much of
Today's Technology, ST. PAUL PIONEER PRESS, Feb. 4, 2002 (in-
cluded in the "Your Tech: Tech Testing" section); see also
Langberg, DVR is Future, supra note 105. (Download time will
depend on the quality level of the recorded program. If re-
corded at the lowest-quality setting, transfer times will be less
as compared to programs recorded at the highest-quality set-
ting.).
126 See Manes, supra note 117; see also Greenberg & Nail,
supra note 119; see also STUDIO'S COMPLAINT, supra note
49.
127 See REPLAYTV FAQ, supra note 115.
128 Id. ("Actual results may vary and will depend upon
the quality of television reception and the nature of the pro-
gram recorded.").
129 Id.
The success rate of the 'AutoSkip' feature is greatly in-
fluenced by signal source, channel, and program. There
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note that the ability to automatically fast-forward
past commercials is not a completely novel feature
as multiple kinds of 4-head VCRs have been on
the market for several years that also enable a user
to skip commercials while viewing a recorded pro-
gram. 130
C. Seeking, Recording, Sorting and Storage
Features
A final set of combined features of the 4000 is
also implicated in the studios' suit. Included
within the 4000's interactive programming screen
is a feature that allow users to use keywords -
such as a particular genre of TV programs or mov-
ies, a particular actor or character, a particular di-
rector, or the specific title of a TV program or
movie - to find programs to record.' 3 ' This
"Keyword" feature is not exclusive to the 4000, as
it is a feature available on almost all PVRs cur-
rently on the market.132 The 4000 also comes
equipped with a hard drive which allows for ex-
panded storage of recorded programs. 33 Thus,
depending on the model of the 4000 owned,
users are able store 40, 80, 160, or 320 hours of
recorded programming.13 4 Further, in response
to the extended storage capabilities, the 4000 also
offers a new "Show Organizer" feature that allows
a user to sort and organize all recorded programs
into related categories.'
35
The studios' suit against ReplayTV focuses on
could be instances were 100% of the commercials are
skipped in a particular program while none of the com-
mercials are skipped in another. Also, there could be in-
stances where a portion of the programming is inadver-
tently skipped.
Id.
130 See Greenberg & Nail, supra note 119; see also Mark
Seavy, Sonicblue Readies Betamax Defense in PVR Suit, COMMUNI-
CATIONS DAILY, Dec. 26, 2001 ("Commercial advance ... is
technology that has been available in VCRs for 6 years...
[c]ommercial skip feature has been included in 'tens of mil-
lions' of VCRs since Thomson debuted technology in RCA 4-
head hi-fi and mono units in 1995.").
131 See REPLAYTV FEATURES, supra note 114.
132 See Jon Healey, Studios Assail ReplayTV Technology in
Courts: Lawsuits Claim the Key Functions of Personal Video Record-
ers Violate Copyrights, L.A. TIMES, Feb. 11, 2002, C6 [hereinaf-
ter Healey].
133 See id.
134 See REPLAYTV FAQ, supra note 115.
135 See REPLAYTV FEATURES, supra note 114.
136 See generally STUDIO'S COMPLAINT, supra note 49.
137 See Networks, Cable Allege ReplayTV Copyright Violation,
COMMUNICATIONS DAILY, Nov. 1, 2001 (included in the To-
day's News section).
all of these features of the 4000, especially the
novel "Send Show" and "Auto Skip" features, and
their predicted repercussions on the market for,
and value of, the studios' copyrighted material. 31
V. THE SUIT AGAINST REPLAYTV
The first suit against ReplayTV, brought by Par-
amount Pictures, Disney, NBC, ABC, UPN, CBS
and Viacom, was filed October 31, 2001.137 Three
separate suits by other studios followed within the
next month. 1 38 Subsequently, the four suits were
consolidated into one and the trial began in Au-
gust, 2002.139
The studios' combined suit lodges five specific
complaints against ReplayTV, but this article will
only focus on the complaints for direct, contribu-
tory and vicarious copyright infringement. 140 The
studios bring this action
to obtain preliminary and permanent relief against an
unlawful plan by [ReplayTV] to arm their customers
with - and continuously assist them in using - un-
precedented new tools for violating [the studio's] copy-
right interests in the programming [the studios] supply
to various television distribution services, including
[the studios'] own program services.
141
To this end, the studios request that the court
(1) declare that ReplayTV have contributorily and
vicariously infringed on the studios' copyrights
and (2) grant preliminary and permanent injunc-
tive relief to enjoin ReplayTV from provisioning,
using or supporting the use of the "AutoSkip" and
138 Time Warner Entertainment Co., et al. v. ReplayTV,
Inc., et al., No. 01-09693 (C.D. Cal. filed Nov. 9, 2001); MGM,
et al. v. ReplayTV Inc., et al., No. 01-09802 (C.D. Cal. filed
Nov. 15, 2001); Columbia Pictures, et al. v. ReplayTV Inc., et
al., No. 01-10221 (C.D. Cal. filed Nov. 28, 2001).
139 See U.S. DISTRICT COURT PACER, CENTRAL DIS-
TRICT OF CALIFORNIA, CIVIL DOCKET FOR CASE#: 01-
CV-9358 at http://pacer.cacd.uscourts.gov/dc/cgi-bin/
pacer250.pl?puid=01016066090 (last checked Mar. 13, 2002).
140 See STUDIO'S COMPLAINT, supra note 49, at 24-29
(The other three claims are: (1) violation of Section 553 of
the Communications Act that makes it unlawful for any per-
son to intercept or receive or assist in intercepting or receiv-
ing any communications service offered over a cable system,
unless specifically authorized to do so; (2) violation of Sec-
tion 605 of the Communications Act which forbids any per-
son receiving, assisting in receiving, transmitting, or assisting
in transmitting, any interstate communication by radio from
publishing the contents thereof except through authorized
channels; and (3) violation of CA Business & Professional
Code 17200 which provides injunctive and other relief
against "any unlawful, unfair or fraudulent business act or
practice.").
141 Id. at 2-3.
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"Send Show" functions. 14 2 This section will estab-
lish and analyze the studios' claims of contribu-
tory and vicarious infringement and ReplayTV's
defenses to these claims.
A. Direct Infringement
As stated previously, a plaintiff must show direct
infringement by a third party to prevail on either
a contributory or a vicarious copyright infringe-
ment claim.' 43 Thus, the court's first step in ana-
lyzing the studio's secondary liability claims must
be to determine if individual users of the 4000
are, in fact, directly infringing on the studio's
copyrights.1 44 Because the users are making un-
authorized copies of the studio's copyrighted ma-
terial, only a determination that the unauthorized
copying constitutes permissible "fair use" will
shield ReplayTV from a finding that the users of
the 4000 are directly infringing on the studios'
copyrights.' 45 To determine whether the use
made of the studios' works is a fair use, the court
must assess the copying activities of the users of
the 4000 under the four factors laid out in section
107. 146
The studios' suit charges that the "AutoSkip"
and the "Send Show" features by themselves, and
the "Keyword" and "Show Organizer" features
combined with extended storage capabilities, en-
able a user of the 4000 to directly infringe upon
the studios' copyrighted material. 47 It is clear
within the studios' complaint that they are focus-
ing on the fourth factor listed in Section 107 -
"the effect of the use upon the potential market
for or value of the copyrighted work" - as the
basis for their arguments against ReplayTV's fair
use defense. 
48
Concerning the "AutoSkip" feature, the studios
argue that allowing viewers to watch program-
ming without commercials will negatively affect
the potential market for and value of its copy-
righted material. 1 49 This argument surrounds the
142 Id. at 29.
143 See Sony Corp., 464 U.S. at 434; see also, infra section II
B, discussion of secondary liability in copyright law.
144 See Sony Corp., 464 U.S. at 434; see also, infra section 11
B, discussion of secondary liability in copyright law.
'45 See 17 U.S.C. §107 (2000); see aLvo Sony Corp., 464 U.S.
at 447.
146 See 17 U.S.C. §107 (2000).
147 See STUDIO'S COMPLAINT, supra note 49, at 2-10;
see Complaint of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer (MGM) et al., at 10-
11, MGM, et al. v. ReplayTV Inc., et al., No. 01-09802 (C.D.
advertisement-based business model for free tele-
vision and basic non-broadcast services by which
"[the studios'] copyrighted works are paid for." 15
0
Specifically, the studios fear that "[a]dvertisers
will not pay to have their advertisements placed
within television programming delivered to view-
ers when the advertisements will be invisible to
those viewers."' 51 Thus, "by eliminating the em-
bedded advertising, [ReplayTV's] copying-and-
commercial-deletion feature will (as to those who
employ the feature) eliminate the source of pay-
ment to the copyright owner for the very program
being viewed."'152 In a basic sense, the studios ar-
gue that by enabling viewers to watch programs
that are void of commercials, the 4000 establishes
a copying-and-commercial-deletion scheme that
constitutes copyright infringement. 153 In sum,
the studios claim that the "unauthorized making
of copies of television programming for the pur-
pose of viewing with all commercials automatically
deleted is not a fair use, and goes far beyond the
narrowly circumscribed conduct discussed by the
Supreme Court in the 1984 Sony Betamax deci-
sion." '54
As to the "Send Show" feature, the studios
again focus their infringement arguments on the
ill effect they believe will result from unautho-
rized distribution of copyrighted material to third
parties.' 55 To prove this contention, the studios
put forth four theories to demonstrate how the
"Send Show" feature will have a serious negative
impact on the potential market for, and value of,
its copyrighted work.
First, the studios make the point that an owner
of the 4000 could record and then send any TV
program or theatrical film to a third party regard-
less of "whether the third parties themselves had a
subscription to the program service (i.e., Show-
time, HBO or any other subscription based cable
service) from which the program was copied."' 56
The studios fear that this type of activity would
make it unnecessary for third parties to subscribe
Cal. filed Nov. 15, 2001) [hereinafter MGM'S COMPLAINT].
148 See i; 17 U.S.C. §107 (2000).
1u See STUDIO'S COMPLAINT, supra note 49, at 19-21.
1511 Id. at 5.
151 Id.
152 Id.
153 1d. at 8.
154 Id. at 20-21.
155 See id. at 21-23.
156 Id. at 21.
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to the subscription-based service, thus jeopardiz-
ing the subscription services' business and, over
time, the service's overall existence. 157 The stu-
dios also fear that this function would also se-
verely threaten both the market for and existence
of pay-for-view services that both provide another
market for the studios' copyrighted material and
also are operated by the studios themselves.'1
5
Second, the studios argue that the "Send Show"
feature threatens the "system by which costly copy-
righted material is offered by free, over-the-air tel-
evision networks and local stations.' 1 59 In particu-
lar, the studios fear that advertisers who pay local
stations to run advertisements intended for the lo-
cal audience will not be willing to "pay for viewers
in their local area" who see the programming via
a copy distributed by a viewer who lives in another
market with different local advertisements.
160
Third, the studios fear that the "Send Show"
feature will "impair" the ability of studios, as copy-
right holders and as operators of both broadcast
and cable networks, to realize the full value of,
and thereby fund the costs of, the programming
through so-called "repurposing."'161 As explained
by the studios, "repurposing" is the practice of re-
running programs originally broadcast over-the-
air on non-broadcast networks. 162 The studios be-
lieve that "[b]y enabling, inducing and continu-
ously facilitating the unauthorized copying and
distribution of this programming, [ReplayTV] di-
minishes [the studios'] ability to market these
repurposing rights."'163 The studios feel that these
predicted repercussions on the market for, and
value of, their copyrighted material are so damag-
ing that the act of "sending a copy of a copy-
righted television program or film to a third party
goes far beyond the scope of the fair use de-
fense."1 64 To this end, the studios equate the
"Send Show" feature to "the music infringement
scheme recently enjoined in the Napster case."'
65
Finally, the studios fear that the combined
157 Id.
158 Id.
159 Id. at 22.
160 Id.
161 Id.
162 Id. (As an example, daytime soaps broadcast by ABC
are later shown on SoapNet, a non-broadcast channel availa-
ble to cable and satellite viewers. Further, there are a few
popular network prime-time dramas that are shown on non-
broadcast program services shortly after their initial network
broadcast.).
163 Id.
power of the seeking, recording, sorting and stor-
age features will allow users of the 4000 to "organ-
ize disparate recordings into coherent collec-
tions."'1 66 The studios believe that this ability to
make such collections will "cause, facilitate, in-
duce and encourage the storage or 'librarying' of
digital copied of copyrighted material."' 16 7 The
studios contend that this ability to create and
store a digital library of their copyrighted material
will cause substantial harm "to the markets for
prerecorded DVD, videocassette and other copies
of those episodes and films, and for syndication
and subsequent telecasts."'168
ReplayTV's defense to these claims of direct in-
fringement by users of the 4000 centers on the ar-
gument that the users' actions constitute a legiti-
mate unauthorized "fair use" of the copyrighted
material. 169 ReplayTV contends that the 4000,
and all of its extended use features, enables users
to perform noncommercial time-shifting; an activ-
ity that was determined to be a protected "fair
use" by the Supreme Court in the Betamax deci-
sion. 170 Specifically, ReplayTV argues that the
commercial advance feature, the "AutoSkip" fea-
ture in the 4000, has been available in VCRs for
over six years, and there has been "no apparent
effect on the incentives" for creating movies and
TV programming since its introduction.' 7 1 Fur-
ther, ReplayTV contends that "[n]o principal of
copyright requires consumers to watch commer-
cials... [n]o case has ever held that fair-use rights
turn on whenever a viewer intends to skip part of
what was copied."'172 To further undercut the stu-
dios' claim that the "AutoSkip" feature will cause
substantial harm to the market for the studios'
programming, ReplayTV asserts "[the studios]
and their businesses have been able to adapt to
new technologies (such as cable, the VCR, satel-
lite, and television itself) so as to derive substan-
tial revenue streams from such technolo-
164 Id. at 23.
165 Id. at 22.
166 MGM'S COMPLAINT, supra note 147, at 10.
167 Id.
168 Id. at 11.
169 See ReplayTV's Separate Status Conference Statement
at 4, Paramount Pictures Corp., et al. v. ReplayTV, Inc. and
Sonicblue, Inc., No. 01-09358 (C.D. Cal. 2001) [hereinafter
REPLAYTV's CONFERENCE RESPONSE].
170 Id. at 3-8
171 Id. at 5.
172 Id. at 4-5.
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gies. .... ,173 To this end, "the television and mo-
tion picture industry may continue to evolve to
embrace additional markets and means for col-
lecting revenues, potentially including direct ad-
vertising to consumers based on their prefer-
ences, product placement in television program-
ming, and marketing of materials to consumers
through set top boxes and interactive televi-
sion." 174
As to the "Send Show" feature, ReplayTV fo-
cuses its response on (1) a fair use defense and
(2) dispelling any analogy between this case and
the case against Napster. ReplayTV asserts be-
cause (1) a user can only send a program to fif-
teen other ReplayTV users known to him or her
and (2) the distributed program can't be retrans-
mitted a second time, the "limited transmissions
of works to friends" allowed by the "Send Show"
feature is a "fair use - no different from the shar-
ing of videocassettes among friends today." 175 To
bolster this "fair use" defense, and to debunk the
studios' arguments as to the possible injury the
feature will have on the studios' markets,
ReplayTV makes two further arguments. First,
ReplayTV asserts that in the case of free program-
ming, the 4000's ability to share works with
friends who missed the original broadcast will in
fact increase, not decrease, the viewing public,
thus allowing more people, who were entitled to
see the program for free in the first place, to see
the studios' programming. 17 6 Second, in the case
of subscription programming, ReplayTV contends
that the "vast majority" of those "television aficio-
nados" who buy a 4000 device also subscribe to
premium channels; therefore, "[b]ecause record-
ings can only be sent from one ReplayTV 4000
owner to another, the recipient, like the sender,
has generally already paid the subscription for the
show he missed." 1 77 ReplayTV goes on to point
out that it honors "Macrovision" - a copy protec-
tion technology that Congress has authorized the
studios to use to protect premium programming
(such as digital pay-per-view) from second genera-
173 REPLAYTV'S ANSWER, supra note 50, at 9.
174 Id.
175 REPLAYTV'S CONFERENCE RESPONSE, supra
note 160, at 6.
176 See id.
177 Id. at 7.
178 REPLAYTV'S CONFERENCE RESPONSE, supra
note 160, at 7; see REPLAYTV'S ANSWER, supra note 50, at
11; see also MACROVISION, VIDEO COPY PROTECTION. at
tion copying - and thus the 4000 will not allow a
Macrovision or other copy-protected program to
be sent to another user.
1 78
As to the studios' attempt to analogize the
"Send Show" feature to Napster's file sharing ser-
vice, ReplayTV points to three major differences
to try and dispel the analogy. First, ReplayTV
points out that unlike Napster, which operated a
centralized index of music files offered by its
users, ReplayTV operates no index.1 79 Second,
unlike Napster, which allowed one person to
download unlimited copies of music files and
then make these files available for download by an
unlimited number of additional users, a single
4000 user can transmit a show "to only a small
number of other ReplayTV users known to [the
user]. '"180 Third, while Napster allowed for the
download and transmittal of music recordings
originally sold in audio CDs that required pay-
ment, the 4000 allows for only the transmittal of
programs "already available to those other
ReplayTV 4000 users for free (or have been paid
for already in their cable subscription)."' While
the Ninth Circuit held in Napster that the unlim-
ited circulation of works, not generally available
for free, was "reducing CD sales" and therefore
was not "fair use," ReplayTV argues that the basic
differences between Napster and the 4000 under-
mine any possible conclusion that a reduction in
sales will occur for the studios as a consequence of
the "Send Show" feature.' 8 " Thus, ReplayTV ar-




If the studios are able to convince the court that
the users of the 4000 are engaging in direct in-
fringement, the door is open to ReplayTV being
held liable for contributory infringement. As a
general proposition, the studios claim that
ReplayTV is liable for contributory infringement
because: (1) "[ReplayTV] know or have reason to
http://www.macrovision.com/solutions/video/copyprotect/
index.php3 (last checked Mar. 2, 2002).




182 Id.; see also Napster, 239 F.3d at 1014-1020.
183 REPLAYTV'S CONFERENCE RESPONSE, supra note
160, at 7-8.
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know of the direct infringement of [the studios']
copyrights" and in fact "actively promote the in-
fringements as a reason to purchase. . ." the 4000;
and (2) by introducing and including the "Send
Show" and "AutoSkip" features in the 4000,
ReplayTV enables, materially contributes, and in-
duces unlawful infringement of the studios' copy-
rights. 18 4 Relying on the Fonovisa and Napster de-
cisions, and their treatment of claims of contribu-
tory infringement, it seems possible that the court
will hold that there is a high likelihood that
ReplayTV is liable for contributory infringement.
If a "fair use" defense fails, ReplayTV has one
more Betamax-related defense to try to protect
themselves from liability for contributory infringe-
ment. Specifically, ReplayTV can attempt to rely
upon the staple article of commerce doctrine, as
established in Betamax, to shield them from any
liability for contributory infringement. As ex-
plained before, the Court in Betamax relied upon
the staple article of commerce doctrine to estab-
lish the concept that the sale of copying equip-
ment will not constitute contributory infringe-
ment if the product is (1) widely used for legiti-
mate, unobjectionable purposes and (2) is capa-
ble of substantial non-infringing uses.' 8 5 Looking
at this possible defense as it was explained and ap-
plied in the Betamax case, it would seem that
ReplayTV has a strong basis to claim that the 4000
is both widely used for legitimate unobjectionable
purposes and is capable of substantial, non-in-
fringing uses because the 4000 allows its users to:
(1) perform private, non-commercial time-shift-
ing in the home, (2) perform space-shifting be-
tween different ReplayTV devices within a home
and (3) transmit collections of digital photo-
graphs and video to third parties. s1 8  Unfortu-
nately for ReplayTV, this seemingly strong de-
fense against contributory infringement liability
may not be available.
184 See STUDIO'S COMPLAINT, supra note 49, at 25.
185 Sony Corp., 464 U.S. at 442.
186 See REPLAYTV FEATURES, supra note 114.
187 See Napster, 239 F.3d at 1020.
188 Id.
189 See STUDIO'S COMPLAINT, supra note 49, at 25-26;
REPLAYTV'S ANSWER, supra note 50, at 10-11.
190 STUDIO'S COMPLAINT, supra note 49, at 25-26.
191 Amended Complaint of Paramount Pictures Corp., et
al., at 19, Paramount Pictures Corp., et al. v. ReplayTV, Inc.
and Sonicblue, Inc., No. 01-09358 (C.D. Cal. 2001) [hereinaf-
ter STUDIO'S AMENDED COMPLAINT].
192 Id. (The studios also point to two other facts to prove
that ReplayTV has the right and ability to supervise the in-
As detailed above, the manner in which the sta-
ple article doctrine was treated in the Napster deci-
sion was a clear departure from the doctrine's
treatment in Betamax.187 Specifically, the Napster
court held the staple article of commerce doc-
trine to be inapplicable when the device's manu-
facturer already has actual knowledge of its users'
direct infringement.'88 If the court here decides
to follow the Napster court's treatment of the sta-
ple article doctrine, and further holds that
ReplayTV has actual knowledge of its users' direct
infringement - a likely proposition because
ReplayTV highlights the "Send Show" and "AutoS-
kip" features to promote the 4000 - it is proba-
ble that ReplayTV will be unable to use the staple
article of commerce defense to shield itself from
liability for contributory infringement.
C. Vicarious Infringement
The studios' claim of vicarious infringement
centers on the updated program listing, called the
"Replay/Channel Guide," which provides a listing
of all television programs available to a viewer.
189
The studios argue that users of the 4000 can en-
gage in unauthorized copying only by using the
"Replay Guide" which is updated daily by
ReplayTV.19°  The studios further assert that
ReplayTV, via the broadband connection to the
4000, continuously collects information regarding
"what their customers want or may want to copy/
distribute" and then "match" this information
with the "Replay Guide."' 9 1 The studios contend
that, when combined, these actions show that
ReplayTV possesses the right and ability to super-
vise the infringing conduct of its users - the sec-
ond prong of the vicarious liability test established
in Fonovisa.192 Further, the studios claim that
ReplayTV has a direct financial interest in the "in-
fringements of [the studios'] copyrights" because
fringing conduct of its users. First, the fact that ReplayTV
made the deliberate decision to include the features that "are
specifically designed to enable widespread infringements"
when they could have instead "prevented or greatly limited
that conduct by declining to offer or to facilitate or support
use of those unlawful features. Second, although it could
have designed the 4000 to prevent the unauthorized distribu-
tion of copyrighted works delivered by television program
services or on a pay-per-view basis, ReplayTV instead decided
to encourage distribution of such copyrighted works through
the 4000 design); see also Fonovisa, 76 F.3d, at 262; see also,




ReplayTV's "economic success is directly tied to
the popularity of the infringing conduct that
[ReplayTV] seeks to encourage."'19 3 In the view of
the studios, these contentions regarding
ReplayTV's right and ability to supervise the in-
fringing conduct of its users and its direct finan-
cial interest in such conduct combine to make
ReplayTV liable for vicarious infringement.
19 4
In contrast, ReplayTV denies the contention
that only through continuous assistance by
ReplayTV is the 4000 capable of copying televi-
sion programs.195 ReplayTV does admit that it
makes an updated viewing guide available to con-
sumers daily, but does not believe that this updat-
ing of the guide is the key to allowing users to re-
cord programming.' ° 6 Overall, ReplayTV con-
tends that despite the fact that it updates the view-
ing guide daily and that it collects anonymous in-
formation from its consumers, 9 7 it has neither
the right nor the ability to supervise the infring-
ing conduct of its users and thus can not be liable
for vicarious infringement. 198
VI. OVERALL IMPLICATIONS
The outcome of the suit against ReplayTV is
destined to become a very important decision. As
ReplayTV notes, "[i] t is no hyperbole to state that
[this] case [is] the most important [case] for the
television and movie industry since [Betamax]."199
Indeed, the case against ReplayTV has many simi-
larities to the Betamax case: (1) when faced with a
new, threatening copying device, the studios have
gone to the courts to try and stop the introduc-
tion of the device instead of bringing suit against
the individuals who use the device to directly in-
fringe on copyrights; (2) the studios' infringe-
ment case against the device focuses on the likely
negative effects the device would have on the po-
tential market for and value of their copyrighted
materials; and (3) the device manufacturer's main
defense against the infringement charges relies
on a novel "fair use" argument. However, al-
though many similarities exist between this case
and Betamax, there are two major differences that
separate the cases: (1) the case against ReplayTV
193 STUDIO'S COMPLAINT, supra note 49, at 26.
194 Id. at 25-26.
195 REPLAYTV'S ANSWER, supra note 50, at 10-11.
196 Id.
197 Id. at 10; see also SONICBLUE INC., PRIVACY POL-
involves digital and not analog technologies; and
(2) the structure of modern broadcasting - in-
cluding over-the-air, basic cable, and premium
cable services - is more complex today as com-
pared to twenty years ago.
The court's determinations on the issues,
claims and defenses presented in the case against
ReplayTV will have huge implications for copy-
right law in our now digital age. Specifically, the
court's decision on ReplayTV's "fair use" defense,
and thus the merits of the studios' updated mar-
ket based claims, the court's treatment of the sta-
ple article of commerce doctrine, and the court's
overall conclusions about PVRs' keyword and stor-
age capabilities are reasons why this case is poised
to become the new Betamax for the age of PVRs.
Further, the outcome of this case could carry ma-
jor repercussions for the television and movie stu-
dios and for PVRs in general.
A. Implications of ReplayTV's Fair Use Defense
The decision by the Betamax Court that the pri-
vate, non-commercial time-shifting allowed for by
the VCR was a legitimate and protected fair use
was revolutionary. People now take for granted
that it is legal to make a copy of a TV broadcast
for private, non-commercial use, but this was not
a reality until the Betamax decision. What
ReplayTV asks the court to hold in this case could
be an equally revolutionary decision. In a basic
sense, the court must make three separate deci-
sions related to "fair use." First, it must determine
whether private, non-commercial time-shifting
done on behalf of and then transmitted to a small
number of third parties also constitutes a pro-
tected "fair use." Second, the court must deter-
mine whether it is a "fair use" to watch a recorded
program while intentionally deleting the commer-
cials included in the original broadcast. Third,
the court must determine whether it is a "fair use"
to record and then store copies of programs by
related categories within a digital library on the
hard drive of a PVR. Further, in making these de-
cisions, the court will have to weigh the question
of whether modern digital technologies - which
ICY, at http://www.sonicblue.com/company/privacy.asp
(last checked Mar. 2, 2002).
198 REPLAYTV'S ANSWER, supra note 50, at 10-11.
199 REPLAYTV'S CONFERENCE RESPONSE, supra
note 160, at 13.
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enable users to transmit recorded programs,
watch programs without commercials and store
multiple programs organized by categories on a
hard drive - provide such advantages over ana-
log technologies as to alter the court's analysis
and conclusions related to the four statutory fac-
tors in Section 107 of the Copyright Act, specifi-
cally the effect of the use on the market for, and
value of, the copyrighted material. The court's
answers to these novel questions will directly im-
pact the definition of "fair use" in the digital age
by establishing the definition of "fair use" in rela-
tion to PVRs.
In many senses, the arguments lodged by the
studios ask the courts to make a decision that
would be just as revolutionary as the one re-
quested by ReplayTV. First, the studios are asking
the court to hold for the first time that users of
copying devices are required to watch the com-
mercials aired with the original broadcast when
watching their time-shifted copy.200 Second, the
studios are requesting the court to hold, again for
the first time, that a device that could possibly en-
able users to act as to undermine the current ad-
vertising-based, business model for its copyrighted
television and movie programming does not em-
power users to take actions protected by the "fair
use" doctrine.20 Third, the studios are seeking
for the court to hold, also for the first time, that
the "fair use" doctrine does not allow users to
make and store digital libraries of copyrighted
material because these collections will undermine
the market for DVDs, videocassettes and television
re-runs. 212 Finally, the studios are asking the court
to hold that the 4000's possible negative impact
on the ability of the studios to create and harness
emerging markets for its copyrighted material -
specifically "repurposing" and pay-per-view mar-
kets - means that the actions of ReplayTV's users
do not fall within the definition of "fair use. '" 20 3
200 See STUDIO'S COMPLAINT, supra note 49, at 19-21.
201 See id.; see also id. at 21-23.
202 See MGM'S COMPLAINT, supra note 147, at 10-11.
20 See STUDIO'S COMPLAINT, supra note 49, at 22.
204 See Langberg, DVR is Future, supra note 105 (The
ReplayTV 4000 started shipping in December 2001 and is
currently only available for purchase from the Sonicblue web-
site).
205 REPLAYTV'S CONFERENCE RESPONSE, supra
note 160, at 16-17.
206 See Sony Corp., 464 U.S. at 456; see also id. at 452-54.
207 See Langberg, DVR is Future, supra note 105.
208 See also id. (It took two hours and ten minutes to
In sum, the studios are seeking to limit the defini-
tion of "fair use" in a manner that will protect
their current business models.
In addition, the studios are asking the court to
rely on arguments that are prospective assump-
tions as to the future effects the 4000 will have on
the market for and value of their copyrights. The
studios are not equipped with actual facts and
figures of damages caused by the 4000, which is
not surprising because the 4000 has only been on
the market for a short period of time. 20 4 In fact,
ReplayTV asserts that its manufacturing capacity,
even if exhausted, could allow for "no more than
0.02% of television viewing households in
America" to own and use a 4000.205 If the court
accepts these prospective arguments as to the
likely affects of the 4000 on the market for, and
value of, the studios' copyrighted material, it
would go against the precedent set in the Betamax
decision where the Court rejected the use of spec-
ulative arguments to prove a likelihood of
harm.
20 6
The weight of the studios' arguments regarding
the 4000's likely negative affect on the market for,
and value of, its copyrighted material is also lim-
ited by the present shape of broadband connectiv-
ity available in the country today. Most modern
high-speed home Internet connections - those
being DSL, cable or TI connections - do not al-
low for the transmitting speeds needed to effec-
tively and efficiently distribute video over the In-
ternet.20 7 The current connection speeds are
such that transmitting video files, which usually
contain millions of bytes of information, takes a
huge amount of time; this is especially true be-
cause almost all home Internet providers cap
upload speeds, which is the speed at which data
moves from a house to the Internet.
208
Thus, despite the fact that the Betamax Court
turned away the studios' speculative arguments re-
download a 93-megabyte file that consisted of a two-minute
clip from a TV show recorded at the highest quality level.
While in the future consumers will be equipped with ultrafast
home Internet connections that will allow for the real time
upload and download of broadcast-quality video, that time is
not going to be a reality any day soon.); see also SONICBLUE,
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE REPLAYTV 4000,
at http://www.sonicblue.com/video/replaytv/replaytv-
4000_tech.asp (last checked Mar. 3, 2002) (Stated in small
print at the bottom of this page is the following, "[I]f your
ISP limits outbound data transfer speeds, it may take a day or




lated to future harm on the market for, and value
of, their copyrighted material, the studios are
once again asking the courts to rely on theoretical
arguments related to future harm, based on cir-
cumstances that have yet to become a reality, to
undermine a "fair use" defense. The main differ-
ence is that today, the studios' arguments are bol-
stered by two modern characteristics. One, the in-
nate advantages of - and thus the inherent
threats made because of - digital technologies.
Two, the more complex structure of modern
broadcasting which now includes basic cable and
premium cable services on top of free over-the-air
broadcasting services. The importance of these
modern characteristics may prove to be the basis
by which the court today will allow the studios'
prospective, hypothetical arguments to be suffi-
cient in proving the likelihood of harm to the
market for, and value of, the studios' copyrighted
work.
On the other hand, if the courts reject the stu-
dios' arguments related to the vital significance of
advertising to the current market for the studios'
copyrighted material, then the studios may have
to initiate wide-scale changes to the reliance on
paid commercials as the main source of revenue
from their investment in the copyrighted mate-
rial. Therefore, as suggested by ReplayTV's plead-
ings, the studios would have to look at product
placement in television programming, direct ad-
vertisements to consumers and marketing
through set top boxes and interactive TVs as alter-
nate methods for recouping the costs of its copy-
righted material.20 9 In effect, the courts' decision
in this case could force the television and movie
industries to begin to adapt and transform the ad-
vertising-based business model that they have re-
lied upon for the last thirty years.
B. Implications to the Staple Article of
Commerce Doctrine
Another reason this case is vital to copyright law
in the digital age is the opportunity it provides the
courts to explain how modern courts should treat
the staple article of commerce doctrine, originally
established by the Betamax decision eighteen years
ago. As discussed earlier, if the doctrine is ap-
209 REPLAYTV'S ANSWER, supra note 50, at 9.
210 See infra Section IV, B (discussing the fact that
RcplayTV has a strong basis to argue that the 4000 is both
plied as it originally was in Betamax then it would
seem that ReplayTV would have a strong defense
to shield it from liability for contributory infringe-
ment.2 10 But, if the doctrine is treated in the
same manner as it was in the Napster decision, it
may mean that the doctrine is basically dead as a
source of protection for the manufacturers of de-
vices capable of enabling users to infringe copy-
rights. This would seemingly be the case because
it would be very unlikely that manufacturers
would be able prove that they didn't have actual
knowledge of the infringing uses of their consum-
ers under the standard set in Napster. As an alter-
native, the courts could decide to limit the Napster
treatment of the staple article of commerce doc-
trine to cases involving copyrights of music re-
cordings.
This case thus allows the courts to take two vital
actions related to the staple article of commerce
doctrine. First, it provides the courts the opportu-
nity to re-examine the different treatments of the
doctrine in the Betamax and Napster decisions to
determine which of the treatments is correct. Sec-
ond, this overall examination of ReplayTV's staple
article of commerce doctrine defense to shield
them from possible liability for contributory in-
fringement will help define how this doctrine fits
into modern copyright law in today's digital age.
In fact, these questions regarding the treatment
given to the staple article of commerce doctrine
are so important that it is likely that the Supreme
Court will, at some point in the future, take this
case under review as a means of defining, or re-
defining, how the staple article doctrine fits into
modern copyright law. Therefore, this case could
either be the death knell for the importance of
the staple article of commerce doctrine within
copyright law, or it could turn out to be its savior.
C. Implications to All PVRs
The court's determination on whether the seek-
ing, recording, sorting and storage features as a
whole allow for infringement will have implica-
tions for all PVRs currently on the market. PVRs
as a whole record a program not by time slot or by
a unique number, like VCRs, but instead by the
show's name or program description.2 1' Further,
widely used for legitimate unobjectionable purposes and is
capable of substantial, non-infringing uses).
211 See Healey, supra note 132.
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like the 4000, all PVRs allow for users to make dig-
ital collections of recorded programs on their
hard drives. 2 12 Thus, if the court determines that
the "Keyword," "Show Organizer," and storage
features of the 4000 combine to cause, induce or
facilitate infringement of copyrighted material, se-
rious implications for all PVRs with similar capa-
bilities could result. It could mean that all PVRs,
notjust the 4000, will have to be altered as to limit
the ability to store recorded programs or to elimi-
nate the ability to use keywords to initiate the re-
cording of a program.
213
D. Implications to the Overall Balancing of
Rights within Copyright Law
As stated earlier, inherent within copyright law
and precedent is a constant balancing of the
rights of copyright holders against the public's
right of free expression and society's benefit from
the free flow of ideas and commerce. As shown in
Napster, situations will occur where the court will
balance these inherent rights and come to a deci-
sion that allows copyright law to stifle the intro-
duction or use of a new technology.2 1 4 As an over-
all proposition, the case against ReplayTV pro-
vides the courts with yet another opportunity to
continue the delicate balancing act so as to decide
whether the threat posed by an emerging technol-
ogy on the effectiveness of copyrights is so severe
that the technology cannot be allowed to enter
the free market. If the courts decide to again al-
low copyright law to act as to stifle the introduc-
tion of a new technology - a decision that will
heavily depend on the treatment given to the sta-
ple article of commerce doctrine - this may
demonstrate that the delicate balance between
the rights of copyright holders versus the rights of
the public and society as a whole are now tipped
in favor of the copyright holders.
E. How Encryption Technologies Can Alter the
Impact of this Case
As mentioned earlier, because the television
programming at the center of this suit is generally
distributed without being protected by an encryp-
tion technology, this case does not fall under the
provisions of the DMCA. However, as soon as the
studios create and implement digital rights man-
agement schemes that rely on encryption to con-
trol access to distributed programs and to protect
the studios' rights as copyright holders, the strong
protections provided by the DMCA will become
implicated. If, and when, this happens, the issues
and arguments made under the common law for
copyright will be superceded by arguments re-
lated to the DMCA. Thus, the overall impact of
the case against ReplayTV may dissipate over time
as the studios implement digital rights manage-
ment schemes to protect their copyrighted mate-
rial.
VII. CONCLUSION
After years of sitting on the sidelines, the major
television and movie studios are now at the fore-
front of the fight faced by copyright holders in
the digital age. The case against ReplayTV seems
likely to become the seminal case for PVRs, just as
the Betamax decision did for VCRs. Just as impor-
tantly, this case provides the courts an opportu-
nity to analyze the doctrine of "fair use" and the
staple article of commerce doctrine in the digital
world. By forcing the courts to once again per-
form the ever-difficult task of balancing the rights
and expectations of copyright holders against the
rights of the public and the competing value of
allowing the emergence of new technologies into
the market, the ReplayTV case is poised to be-
come a landmark case surrounding copyright law
in the digital age.
sion or movie programming such as DVD recorders that al-
low users to copy programs onto a DVD disc.
214 See generally Napster, 239 F.3d 1004.
212 See id.
213 This could also have a major impact on other new
devices that enable users to make digital libraries of televi-
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